
 

This is the farm that Jack built.  

 

This is the purple sheep   that lived on the farm that Jack built.  

 

This is the blue pig     that farted on the purple sheep  that lived on the farm that Jack built. 

 

This is the orange donkey    that kicked the blue pig   that farted on the purple sheep   that lived on the farm 

that Jack built. 

 

This is the red rabbit  that bit the orange donkey’s tail  that kicked the blue pig   that farted on the purple sheep 

 that lived on the farm that Jack built. 

What a crazy farm ! 

Hachim, Marwin, Jordys  



This is Will Scott’s zoo.  

This is the blue pig  that rolled in the mud in Will Scott’s zoo.  

This is the red rabbit  that bit the blue pig  that rolled in the mud in Will Scott’s zoo. 

This is the pink chicken  that annoyed the red rabbit  that bit the blue pig  that rolled in the mud in Will Scott’s 

zoo. 

This is the orange donkey  that pushed the pink chicken  that annoyed the red rabbit  that bit the blue pig 

 that rolled in the mud in Will Scott’s zoo. 

This is the yellow horse  that frightened the orange donkey  that pushed the pink chicken  that annoyed the red 

rabbit  that bit the blue pig  that rolled in the mud in Will Scott’s zoo. 

 

What a funny zoo ! 

Auria 



 

 

This is a farm in London 

This is the red rabbit  that lived in a farm in London 

This is the blue pig  that threw mud on the red rabbit  that lived in a farm in London 

This is the orange donkey  that hit the blue pig’s buttocks  that threw mud on the red rabbit  that lived in a farm 

in London 

This is the brown cow  that whips the orange donkey  that hit the pig’s buttocks   that threw mud on the red 

rabbit  that lived in a farm in London .         

                                                                                                                           

Nada, Soumaya, Meissa, Nefitali  

 

  



This is the red rabbit  that ate carrots on a farm in Sommery.  

This is the purple sheep  that frightened the red rabbit  that ate carrots on a farm in Sommery. 

This is the pink dog that barked on the purple sheep  that frightened the red rabbit  that ate carrots on a farm in Sommery. 

This is the yellow horse  that kicked the pink dog that barked on the purple sheep  that frightened the red rabbit 

 that ate carrots on a farm in Sommery. 

This is the farmer that fed the yellow horse  that kicked the pink dog that barked on the purple sheep  that frightened the 

red rabbit  that ate carrots on a farm in Sommery. 

 

What an eccentric farm ! 

Naomie 

 

  



 

 

This is Tyron that worked in a shopping center as a security officer.  

This is the green turkey  that fell on Tyron that worked in a shopping center as security officer. 

This is purple chicken  that pushed the green turkey  that fell on Tyron that worked in a shopping center as a securIty 

officer. 

This is the blue pig  that tripped up the purple chicken  that pushed the green turkey  that fell on this Tyron that 

worked in a shopping center as a security officer. 

 

So the thief escaped ! 

 

Mariame & Djanna & Alison 

 

 

 

 



This is the brown cow  that ate the wheat in the plain. 

This is the black cat that scratched the brown cow’s ass  that ate wheat in the plain. 

This is the blue pig  that rolled in the dirt and frightened the black cat that scratched the brown cow’s ass  that ate the 

wheat in the plain. 

This is the yellow horse  that kicked the blue pig  that rolled in the dirt and frightened the black cat that scratched the 

brown cow’s ass  that ate the wheat in the plain. 

This is the farmer that stroke the yellow horse  with a rake that kicked the blue pig  that rolled in the dirt and frightened the 

black cat that scratched the brown cow’s ass  that ate the wheat in the plain. 

 

All this ended in a big fight ! 

Léo, Ali, Oliver, Gando 

 



 

 

 

This is the black rooster  that kicked the red rabbit .  

This is the yellow horse  that bit the black rooster  that kicked the red rabbit . 

This is the blue pig  that clang to the yellow horse’s tail  that bit the black rooster  that kicked the red rabbit 

.  

 

This is an amazing farm. 

Manon                                         


